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Abstract 
 
  Information centric Network(ICN) is considered as a popular solution 
to solve the traffic problem occurred by dramatically increasing data 
streaming of traditional in the IP network. ICN leaves cache 
everywhere in the network, consumers can access content in the node 
between consumers and producers. In ICN, the user uses the content 
name to request the content directly. The network will the requested 
content from a cache or the original producer of content based on the 
selection strategy. In network, we can’t observe what is happening in 
the network processing by a bird view. A node only know their own 
local information and overall situation cannot be known. Although in-
network caching in ICN which has recently received widespread 
research interest. We still do not know how cache is occupied by 
contents. The aim of this paper is to evaluate cache occupancy by 
content over ICN.  
  In this paper, we instead show that content distribution (rank of 
content in each node or layer) over ICN. We provide how popular 
content shift with network going from consumer to producer. After 
simulation, we discussed the location of each content depends on 
content popularity.  
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1. Introduction   
  In recent years, with the development and popularization of Internet 
and the emergence of a large number of network applications, the 
rapid grow of network traffic poses a huge challenge to the content 
delivery capabilities of traditional network architectures. According to 
Cisco’s latest forecast, by 2020, IP traffic in the whole world will reach 
2.3 zettabyte (ZB1000 exabytes [EB]) per year or 194 EB per month 
[1]. Existing TCP/IP network can not deal with the data traffic explosion 
problem. Existing TCP/IP network is a host-centric communication 
network. Host is given a unique IP address. When a user requests a 
content, the user needs to explicitly specify the IP address of the host 
who has the content. The network is only responsible for forwarding 
the message to the specified destination IP address. The network 
cannot forward the request to the nearby server even if the server has 
content. When a request for the same content is made, the network 
needs to repeat transmission of the same content from the server 
again and again. The main challenge of traditional host-centric 
communication model (current internet) which based on TCP/IP 
protocol is efficient and extensible content distribution, massive 
pervasive computing devices, multihued and multi-link, mobility 
support. 
  In order to deal with the data traffic explosion problem of the internet 
caused by rapid increase in file sharing and video streaming traffic, 
Information Centric Networking(ICN) has been presented as an 
important solution which is content-centric communication to replace 
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the traditional host-centric communication [2]. Through past 
experience, researchers recognize that end users tend to be more 
interested in obtaining content than merely being provided with 
connectivity between two addressable entities. ICN provides an 
architecture which is centered on the content itself, regardless of 
physically location. In ICN, the user uses the content name to request 
the content directly. The network will reply content which users 
requested based on the selection strategy to find an appropriate 
content owner. At the same time, the network can use multicast and 
in-network cache to avoid duplication of the same content. In ICN, all 
the content will be cached in the router where they pass through. This 
cache strategy is called Leave Copy Everywhere(LCE) [3], cache 
content which is close to users or lowers network overhead is 
accessed instead of the content stored in a server. In an ICN network, 
caching is one of the most crucial components for its performance. The 
best location of cached content is always a popular study in ICN. At 
present, there are many achievements in the research of cache 
proposals in ICN, but the analysis of content distribution over ICN has 
not been discussed.  
  In this thesis, we will investigate that an aerial view of cached content 
distribution over ICN. We are going to find out the relationship with hop 
count and popular content, also how is popular content changed on 
different layers (a layer is the term used to describe the different levels 
in topology) of network? In the network, there are servers and clients 
that provide services, as well as intermediate routing nodes. If the 
caching service is closer to the server and far away from the client, 
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then the client will spend a little longer time on the visit; but if the cache 
server is closer to the client and far away from the server, it will make 
more cost. There will be a most suitable storage location for each 
content. As a result, due to the lack of research on content location in 
a network. We provided an analysis of content and its rank popularity 
in each node. In this paper, we overview background and current state 
of study in Sec.2 and Sec.3.  
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2. Background 
  The future network is a very popular research topic in recent years, 
it is committed to solving the next few decades, the Internet operation 
and use of possible problems. Related research is divided into two 
categories: some scholars believe that should be expected to be based 
on the online research, the performance of the various parts of the 
network to enhance the existing framework through the various parts 
of the overall upgrade, the existing network gradually evolved into the 
future And the other is to propose a new network model that can more 
directly meet the needs of the current user, so that the network system 
has a qualitative leap, holding a second point of view of the experts 
and scholars put forward a lot of new The concept of the network, 
which, the content center network is a very mainstream architecture. 
  Information Centric Network(ICN), also known as the information 
center network or data naming network, is the information object as the 
basis of building the network, the separation of information on the 
location information and content identification, through the content 
name instead of the host IP address to obtain data. Use the network 
built-in cache to improve transmission efficiency, and do not care about 
data storage location. Through the release, subscription mode request 
data, so that attackers and consumers in space and time fit. This new 
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network architecture focuses on information objects, information 
attributes and user interests, using the "information sharing 
communication model" to achieve efficient and reliable information 
distribution. 
  Information Centric Network(ICN) is essentially different with the 
traditional IP network. Therefore, a tool is needed to simulate all 
aspects of the information centric network in an all-round and multi-
dimensional manner. In order to achieve large-scale deployment and 
simulation of information network architecture, ndnSIM came in to 
being. 
 
1. platform 
  Information centric network (ICN) is an approach to evolve the 
Internet infrastructure away form a host-centric paradigm based on 
perpetual connectivity and the end-to-end principle, to a network 
architecture in which the focal point is “content”. Therefor a need for a 
tool which is able to have an all-round, multi-dimensional analysis and 
simulation on all aspects of the ICN come to being. ndnSIM 2.0 is a 
new release of NS-3 based Named data networking (NDN) simulator 
that went through extensive refactoring and rewriting. Through this 
platform, we can build own simulation on a reliably level.  
 
2. Content popularity 
  Another important tool aspect that concurs in determining the system 
performance is the content popularity model. Currently, Internet users 
demand for web content rendering central trend continues to soar, 
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more and more users need access to the content available in the 
network, especially the most popular services in the current network. 
Thus, scholars have found that we need for the user to access web 
content conduct qualitative analysis, and the corresponding 
mathematical model has been to achieve effective control of network 
bandwidth and improve customer service quality purposes. In the 
existing study, the most representative Zipf model that describes the 
user's access to the content preferences of the content object. [4] In 
sec.4, we will analyze how to calculate the current content popularity 
of the network in experiment. 
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3. Current state of ICN study 
  With the continuous development of internet applications, based on 
the existing internet TCP/IP gradually exposed a lot of adaptation. The 
current internet exposure of the main problems are: poor security, poor 
mobility support, unreliable and lack of flexibility, effectiveness of the 
restrictions new allocation. To solve these problems, there are 
currently various research institutions "improved" and "revolution" are 
two solutions ideas. Simply speaking, where the Internet does not 
change the status of the IP, it is "improved", and want to replace the IP 
status of the main network called "revolution." At present, there are 
many research structures in the world, the future of network design 
research. In 2010, the united states NSF funded four future internet 
architecture FIA (Future internet Architecture) research projects [5], 
namely: NDN (Named Data Networking [6]), Mobility First [7], NEBULA 
[8], XIA (expressive internet Architecture) [9].  
  These four projects claim to address the main problems of the 
current Internet, but the focus is different. 
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  The main idea of the NDN project comes from the observation of 
changes in the background and application requirements of today’s 
Internet. The Internet at the beginning of the design, the main 
application is to calculate the resource sharing, and after more than 50 
years of development, great changes have taken place in the use of 
the Internet, now the Internet content are the main use of access and 
distribution. Application has changed so much, but the architecture of 
the Internet is still host ‐ to ‐ host communication mode, for the Internet 
to publish and access to information, the host ‐ to ‐ host communication 
mode obvious deficiencies, such as access to each content, will 
indirectly mapped to content in the equipment. In order to solve this 
problem, NDN from ‐ UC Berkeley professor Scott Shenker and DONA 
architecture [10], routing, USES the name through a router to cache 
content, so that the faster data transmission, and can improve the 
retrieval efficiency of the content. The specific implementation of NDN 
is the Content center network, which is referred to as "Content ‐ centric 
networking", by VanJacobson of xerox's palo alto research center 
(PARC). 
  The so-called information center network is that everything in the 
network can be seen as information and information will connect each 
other in the network instead of host interconnection. The core object is 
information and network can identify each information through the 
name of the information. For the network, the information with name 
flows in the network and which can be distinguished, but the network 
does not how the specific meaning of the information. Therefore, 
explanation from upper application by the information from producers 
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and consumers is been needed. The entire network and its terminals 
are driven by a variety of information, and the role of the network is to 
manage the flow of all information and cache, and with the right 
information to respond quickly to the information requestor. The user 
or application may only focus on the information itself, not the other 
attributes of the information block, such as the owner attribute of the 
message. Today's information center network architecture research 
institutions and projects mainly in Europe (PSIRP / PURSUIT, 4WARD, 
and SAIL) and the United States (CCN and DONA). Recently, Scott 
Shenker, of the University of California at Berkeley, studied the 
commonality and distinction between the various information center 
networks and found that the design of various information center 
networks is very similar, but the terms are very different, such as the 
terminology register used in CCN, Interest, etc., is essentially 
equivalent to publishing and subscribing to the term. 
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4. Experiment design   
  The main objectives of this experiment are: 1) get content 
distribution of each nodes; 2) obtain popularity rank of each 
content; 3) compare with cache hit of each node; 4) find out where 
is most suitable location of each content. In the following, we list 
the steps did in this paper. 
 
I.count the number of requests of each content 
II.get the stay time of each content in every node or layer 
III.determine rank popularity of each content in whole network 
IV.determine rank popularity of each node or layer 
V.compare results of iii and iv 
VI. analyze cache behavior happened in ICN 
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5. Experiment setup 
  Our experiment considers two types of topologies: linear 
topology(Fig.1) and tree topology(Fig.2) We aim to get know how 
contents shift in the network in linear topology and then verify in the 
tree topology which will be shown in sec 5.1. Cache size is a very 
important factor in experiment. a small cache size will cause quick 
replacement of content. The cache capacity will be full immediately and 
content be cache based on popularity of whole network in every node 
or layer which will be proved in Sec.6. Therefore, We set control 
experiment as 20-40% of size of content (which is 1000 in experiment) 
for cache capacity. Each path delay is set to 10ms.In ndnSIM, each 
content item is divided in chunks, and the size of each chunk is 1KB. 
Time to leave (TTL) and request time of each content was calculated 
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to decide the popularity of content in whole network. The parameters 
are shown in Table 1-1. 
 
Table 1-1. Simulation environment 
category values 
Number of contents 1000 
Number of interest/s 10 
Simulation time/s 2000 
Zipf”s distribution Alpha={0.7,1.0} 
Average cache size 20%-40% 
Cache policy LCE 
  
 
5.1 Topology of network 
  In a linear topology or a hierarchical topology, the cache is a closed 
system, and the user requests are first served by the cache node at 
the lowest level. When the request can not be met (i.e., cache miss), 
the cache system forwards the request to the upper layer If the root 
node still can not satisfy the request, the root node will request to route 
to the source node outside the cache system and obtain the request 
from the source node, if the root node is still unable to satisfy the 
request, Object The object is returned in the reverse direction of the 
request path and replicated along the entire cache system. 
 In this experiment, we used a 9 nodes linear topology and 5 level tree 
topology. 
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Fig.1 level-tree topology 
 
 
 
Fig.2 linear topology 
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6. Results & Discussion 
6.1 content popularity 
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Fig.3 Content-frequency distribution 
 
Fig.3 shows the generated stream of interests through experiment. In 
Fig.3, the most frequent content occurred approximately twice as often 
as the second most frequent content, three times as often as the third 
most frequent content, etc. The results in Fig.4 indicate that content-
frequency distribution which follow on Zipf curve in Fig.4.   
 
Fig.4 Zipf curve 
 
  After simulation, we can find that top 20% of content always appear 
in the cache. It’s very hard to describe how popular content change in 
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different part of network with one content by one content, in order to 
analyze the results obtained intuitively, 1000 contents were divided into 
10 groups. Most popular 100 contents form group 1 and second 
popular 100 contents form group 2, etc. for example, the table shown 
below is an example of grouping in linear topology. 
Table.1 10 groups of content in 9 nodes topology 
 Group1 Group 2 Group 3 Group 4 Group 5 Group 6 Group 7 Group 
8 
Group 
9 
Group 
10 
content %FE%
01 
%FE%3
B 
%FE%01
7 
%FE%01
%22 
%FE%02
D 
%FE%01
%07 
%FE%02
%15 
%FE%
03%10 
%FE
%03+ 
%FE
%D4 
%FE%
06 
%FE%8E 
%FE%01
D 
%FE%01
%26 
%FE%02
i 
%FE%01
%09 
%FE%02
%18 
%FE%
03%12 
%FE
%030 
%FE
%D6 
%FE%
02 
%FE%91 
%FE%01
o 
%FE%01
%2C 
%FE%02
K 
%FE%01
%0C 
%FE%02
%1A 
%FE%
03%16 
%FE
%031 
%FE
%DA 
%FE%
03 
%FE%92 
%FE%01
U 
%FE%01
%3C 
%FE%02
l 
%FE%01
%0D 
%FE%02
%1B 
%FE%
03%1C 
%FE
%033 
%FE
%DE 
%FE%
04 
%FE%A
6 
%FE%01
V 
%FE%01
%3F 
%FE%02
o 
%FE%01
%0E 
%FE%02
%1D 
%FE%
03%1E 
%FE
%03a 
%FE
%E0 
%FE%
0C 
%FE%B
A 
%FE%01
z 
%FE%01
%5E 
%FE%02
t 
%FE%01
%10 
%FE%02
%23 
%FE%
03%1F 
%FE
%03H 
%FE
%E2 
%FE%
07 
%FE%D
9 
%FE%02
%21 
%FE%01
%7B 
%FE%02
x 
%FE%01
%11 
%FE%02
%26 
%FE%
03%21 
%FE
%03l 
%FE
%E4 
%FE%
05 
%FE%F
A 
%FE%02
%96 
%FE%01
%7F 
%FE%03
%07 
%FE%01
%18 
%FE%02
%28 
%FE%
03%23 
%FE
%03p 
%FE
%E7 
%FE%
0E 
%FE3 
%FE%02
%97 
%FE%01
%84 
%FE%03
%0B 
%FE%01
%1A 
%FE%02
%2F 
%FE%
03%29 
%FE
%03q 
%FE
%E9 
… … … … … … … … … … 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
6.2 linear topology 
6.2.1 Cache size 200(20%) 
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Fig.5 request counts of each node 
  Fig.5 shows the number of times each group was requested in every 
node. Between group 1 and group 10, the request counts steadily 
decreased. Request counts of each group in node was almost same 
regardless if node location, perhaps due to the small cache size. Each 
node replaced their content in cache quickly, so request of every node 
became similar. On the other hand, cache hit ratio became lower and 
lower from node 1(consumer) to node 8(producer) which is shown in 
Fig.6 
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Fig.6 per-node cache hit 
 
Table.2 Lifetime of each group in every node 
total node 
1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 
Group 1 
11264.
6822 
10782.0
12 
10509.10
04 
10436.02
12 
10365.17
18 
10365.17
18 
10365.17
18 
10365.17
18 
Group 2 
7439.9
372 
6912.10
41 
6859.956
8 
6887.106
7 
6898.706
4 
6898.706
4 
6898.706
4 
6898.706
4 
Group 3 
5274.3
564 
5546.86
2 
5660.097
8 
5714.698
5 
5706.598
5 
5706.598
5 
5706.598
5 
5706.598
5 
Group 4 
4443.1
34 
4742.30
71 
4622.763
2 
4638.048 
4626.847
7 
4626.847
7 
4626.847
7 
4626.847
7 
Group 5 
3523.8
029 
4103.89
93 
4275.489
9 
4309.289
8 
4315.990
3 
4315.990
3 
4315.990
3 
4315.990
3 
Group 6 
4040.3
175 
3777.72
93 
3632.253
7 
3569.853
9 
3574.753
8 
3574.753
8 
3574.753
8 
3574.753
8 
Group 7 
2355.3
228 
2730.75 
2845.078
7 
2864.643
3 
2869.442
7 
2869.442
7 
2869.442
7 
2869.442
7 
Group 8 
2279.6
153 
2730.78
65 
2841.513
7 
2860.543
1 
2864.393
2 
2864.393
2 
2864.393
2 
2864.393
2 
Group 9 
2075.6
58 
1876.56
52 
1836.250
4 
1867.000
9 
1869.551 1869.551 1869.551 1869.551 
0.420606881
0.05243381
0.0127031830.0035508420.0020791940.0012949770.0002314924.6307E-05 0
0.05
0.1
0.15
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.35
0.4
0.45
node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8
ca
ch
e 
hi
t 
ra
tio
%
node name
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Group 
10 
1150.4
864 
1352.89
63 
1406.397 
1414.846
2 
1416.546
1 
1416.546
1 
1416.546
1 
1416.546
1 
 
  Table.2 shows the lifetime (how long does content stay in the cache) 
of each group in every node during the experiment. The most 
frequently requested contents (group 1 and 2) stay in the cache for the 
longest duration and the least frequently requested contents (groups 9 
and 10) stay in the shortest duration regardless if cache location. Group 
1,2 and group 6,7,8 prefer to stay on the side of consumer because 
the lifetime of them decreases steadily down from node 1(consumer) 
to node 8(producer). For Group 3 and Group 4, 5, between node 2 and 
node 4, the lifetime saw a sudden increase, then time has been 
dropping since node 5. We can find that less popular contents tend to 
utilize the cache in the intermediate node effectively. For group 9, 10, 
the lifetime increased from node 1 to node 8, we can consider that least 
frequently requested contents tend to utilize the cache in 
edge(producer) node. The least frequently requested contents will be 
asked very few time, so this kind of content will be pushed away from 
consumer where is the edge of network. 
 
Table.3 Content distribution in 9 nodes 
total node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 
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6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
 
  We summarize the content distribution of 9 nodes topology in 
Table.3. 1000 contents are sorted by number of requests from big to 
small. From 1th content to 100th content, 100 contents are make up in 
group 1 which can be considered as the most popular content content 
in network and group 2 is made from 101th content to 200th content is 
the second popular content, etc. By calculating cache duration of each 
group in each layer, we can get local content popularity in each layer. 
We can find that content utilize the cache in the node evenly if the 
cache size is small. 
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6.2.2 Cache size 300(30%) 
 
Fig.7 request counts of each node 
  Fig.7 shows the number of times each group was requested in every 
node. Between node 1 and other nodes, the request counts rapidly 
decreased. This reduction is due to the occurrence of cache hit in each 
layer, Then the cache hit, the node will directly reply the content in 
node 1(consumer side) instead of sending request insist, so the 
number of request less and less when the layer away from the 
consumer. On the other hand, cache hit ratio is lower and lower at 
nodes closer to the consumers as shown in Fig.8 
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Fig.8 per-node cache hit 
 
Table.4 Lifetime of each group in every node 
total node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 
Group 1 33925.58 31228.31 31717.74 31532.19 31192.5 31149.91 31125.36 30880.36 
Group 2 21580.05 21156.06 21881.58 22038.69 21860.9 21734.3 21518.5 21251.4 
Group 3 20786.49 19839.19 18321.47 17611.2 17737.2 17969.9 18026.9 18093.05 
Group 4 16471.52 16230.08 16545.36 17520.88 17926.16 17973.17 18020.35 18028.62 
Group 5 15775.02 16236.9 17160.91 16657.52 16701.79 16242.1 16060.25 15907.25 
Group 6 14857.18 15361.63 13846.61 12469.38 12297.11 12214.72 12222.95 12196.2 
Group 7 11372.3 11699.79 11118.66 11673.86 11917.76 12226.15 12084.2 12288.7 
Group 8 8487.987 9820.04 11159.32 11754.01 12077.72 12237.97 12342.2 12394.1 
Group 9 10851.12 9245.838 8674.56 8469.874 8328.251 8278.022 8202.102 8242.752 
Group 10 4145.953 4269.687 4661.856 4947.834 4986.664 5044.621 5079 5096.4 
 
0.534031939
0.098371196
0.0300876570.0093040340.0045642390.0014250310.001363580.0001861850
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8
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ch
e 
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t 
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%
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  Table.4 shows the lifetime (how long does content stay in the cache) 
of each group in every node during the experiment. The time 
decreases steadily down from node 1(consumer) to node 8(producer), 
each group prefer to stay on the side of consumer. The most frequently 
requested contents (group 1 and 2) stay in the cache for the longest 
duration and the least frequently requested contents (groups 9 and 10) 
stay in the shortest duration regardless if cache location. For Group 1 
and Group 2 between node 1 and node 4, the time steadily decreased, 
but stay in a same level from node 5 to node. Most frequently 
requested contents favored using the cache in the consumer node. For 
Group 4,5,6,7,8 between node 2 and node 4, the lifetime saw a sudden 
increase, then time has been dropping since node 5. It seems like less 
popular contents tend to utilize the cache in the intermediate node, 
because intermediate node is most suitable cache location for these 
contents where not far away from consumer and does not take much 
cost on hop count. For Group and 9, the time grandly increased, least 
popular contents tend to utilize the cache in the producer node. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Table.5 Content distribution in 9 nodes 
total node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
 27 
3 3 3 5 4 4 3 3 3 
4 4 5 4 5 5 4 4 4 
5 5 4 3 3 3 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 8 8 8 6 6 
7 7 8 8 6 7 7 8 7 
8 8 7 7 7 6 6 7 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
 
  We summarize the content distribution of 9 nodes topology in Table.5. 
1000 contents are sorted by number of requests from big to small. 
From 1th content to 100th content, 100 contents are make up in group 
1 which can be considered as the most popular content content in 
network and group 2 is made from 101th content to 200th content is the 
second popular content, etc. By calculating cache duration of each 
group in each layer, we can get local content popularity in each layer.  
The node1(producer), node 2 and node8(consumer), node 7 followed 
the content popularity of entire network. The most frequently requested 
contents (group 1 and 2) stay in the cache for the longest duration and 
the least frequently requested contents (groups 9 and 10) stay in the 
shortest duration regardless if cache location. The groups 4,5, and 8 
stay longer in the intermediate nodes. These findings suggest that less 
popular content (from group 3 to 8) change with hop count of network 
and low popularity content will improve their popularity in the side close 
to center of network. Less popular contents tend to utilize the cache in 
the intermediate node effectively. 
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6.2.3 Cache size 400(40%) 
 
Fig.9 request counts of each node 
 
  Fig.9 shows the number of times each group was requested in every 
node. Between node 1 and other nodes, the request counts rapidly 
decreased. This reduction is due to the occurrence of cache hit in each 
layer, Then the cache hit, the node will directly reply the content in 
node 1(consumer side) instead of sending request insist, so the 
number of request less and less when the layer away from the 
consumer. On the other hand, cache hit ratio is lower and lower at 
nodes closer to the consumers as shown in Fig.10. 
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Fig.10 per node cache hit 
 
Table.6 Lifetime of each group in every node 
total node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 
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  Table.6 shows the lifetime (how long does content stay in the cache) 
of each group in every node during the experiment. The time 
decreases steadily down from node 1(consumer) to node 8(producer), 
each group prefer to stay on the side of consumer. The most frequently 
requested contents (group 1 and 2) stay in the cache for the longest 
duration and the least frequently requested contents (groups 9 and 10) 
stay in the shortest duration regardless if cache location. For Group 1 
and Group 2 between node 1 and node 4, the time steadily decreased, 
but stay in a same level from node 5 to node 8. Most frequently 
requested contents favored using the cache in the consumer node. For 
Group 4,5,6,7,8 between node 2 and node 4, the lifetime saw a sudden 
increase, then time has been dropping since node 5. It seems like less 
popular contents tend to utilize the cache in the intermediate node, 
because intermediate node is most suitable cache location for these 
contents where not far away from consumer and does not take much 
cost on hop count. For Group and 9, the time grandly increased, least 
popular contents tend to utilize the cache in the producer node. 
 
Table. 7 Content distribution in 9 nodes 
total node 1 node 2 node 3 node 4 node 5 node 6 node 7 node 8 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 4 4 4 4 4 3 3 
4 4 5 5 5 5 5 4 4 
5 5 3 3 3 3 3 5 5 
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6 6 7 7 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 8 6 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 6 8 8 8 9 9 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 8 8 9 
10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
 
  We summarize the content distribution of 9 nodes topology in Table.7. 
1000 contents are sorted by number of requests from big to small. 
From 1th content to 100th content, 100 contents are make up in group 
1 which can be considered as the most popular content content in 
network and group 2 is made from 101th content to 200th content is the 
second popular content, etc. By calculating cache duration of each 
group in each layer, we can get local content popularity in each layer.  
The node1(producer), node 2 and node8(consumer), node 7 followed 
the content popularity of entire network. The most frequently requested 
contents (group 1 and 2) stay in the cache for the longest duration and 
the least frequently requested contents (groups 10) stay in the shortest 
duration regardless if cache location. The groups 4,5, and 7 stay longer 
in the intermediate nodes. These findings suggest that less popular 
content (from group 3 to 8) change with hop count of network and low 
popularity content will improve their popularity in the side close to 
center of network. Less popular contents tend to utilize the cache in 
the intermediate node effectively. 
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6.3 tree topology 
6.3.1 Cache size 200(20%) 
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Fig.11 request counts of each layer 
  Fig.11 shows the number of times each group was requested in 
every node. Between group 1 and group 10, the request counts 
steadily decreased. Request counts of each group in node was almost 
same regardless if node location, perhaps due to the small cache size. 
Each node replaced their content in cache quickly, so request of every 
node became similar. On the other hand, cache hit ratio became higher 
and higher from layer 1(producer) to layer 5(consumer) which is shown 
in Fig.12 
 
Fig.12 per layer cache hit ratio 
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Table.8 Content distribution in 5 level tree 
 
  We summarize the content distribution of 5 level tree topology in 
Table.8. 1000 contents are sorted by number of requests from big to 
small. From 1th content to 100th content, 100 contents are make up in 
group 1 which can be considered as the most popular content content 
in network and group 2 is made from 101th content to 200th content is 
the second popular content, etc. By calculating cache duration of each 
group in each layer, we can get local content popularity in each layer. 
We can find that content utilize the cache in the node evenly if the 
cache size is small. 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 Layer4 Layer5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 2 2 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 4 4 4 4 
5 5 5 5 5 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 7 7 7 7 
8 8 8 8 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
10 10 10 10 10 10 
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6.3.2 Cache size 300(30%) 
 
Fig.13 request counts of each layer 
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  Fig.13 shows the number of times each group was requested in 
every node. Between layer 1 and other layers, the request counts 
rapidly decreased. This reduction is due to the occurrence of cache hit 
in each layer, Then the cache hit, the node will directly reply the content 
in node 1(consumer side) instead of sending request insist, so the 
number of request less and less when the layer away from the 
consumer. On the other hand, cache hit ratio is lower and lower at 
nodes closer to the consumers as shown in Fig.14 
 
 
Fig.14 per layer cache hit ratio 
 
 
  We summarize the content distribution of 5 level tree topology in 
Table.10. 1000 contents are sorted by number of requests from big to 
small. From 1th content to 100th content, 100 contents are make up in 
group 1 which can be considered as the most popular content content 
in network and group 2 is made from 101th content to 200th content is 
the second popular content, etc. By calculating cache duration of each 
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group in each layer, we can get local content popularity in each layer. 
The most frequently requested contents (group 1) stay in the cache for 
the longest duration and the least frequently requested contents 
(groups 9 and 10) stay in the shortest duration regardless if cache 
location. The groups 5 and 8 stay longer in the intermediate nodes. 
Less popular contents tend to utilize the cache in the intermediate node 
effectively. These nodes are the most suitable cache locations for less 
popular contents by balancing access time and hop count. 
 
Table.10 Content distribution in 5 level tree 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 Layer4 Layer5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 5 5 5 2 
3 3 3 3 3 3 
4 4 2 4 2 4 
5 5 4 2 4 5 
6 6 6 6 6 6 
7 7 8 8 8 7 
8 8 7 7 7 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
10 10 10 10 10 10 
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6.3.3 Cache size 400(40%) 
 
Fig.15 Request counts of each layer 
 Figure.13 shows the number of times each group was requested in 
every node. Between layer 1 and other layers, the request counts 
rapidly decreased. This reduction is due to the occurrence of cache hit 
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in each layer, Then the cache hit, the node will directly reply the content 
in node 1(consumer side) instead of sending request insist, so the 
number of request less and less when the layer away from the 
consumer. On the other hand, cache hit ratio is lower and lower at 
nodes closer to the consumers as shown in Fig.16. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig.16 per-layer cache hit 
 
  We summarize the content distribution of 5 level tree topology in 
Table.11. 1000 contents are sorted by number of requests from big to 
small. From 1th content to 100th content, 100 contents are make up in 
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in network and group 2 is made from 101th content to 200th content is 
the second popular content, etc. By calculating cache duration of each 
group in each layer, we can get local content popularity in each layer. 
The most frequently requested contents (group 1) stay in the cache for 
the longest duration and the least frequently requested contents 
(groups 9 and 10) stay in the shortest duration regardless if cache 
location. The groups 4,7, and 8 stay longer in the intermediate nodes. 
Less popular contents tend to utilize the cache in the intermediate node 
effectively. These nodes are the most suitable cache locations for less 
popular contents by balancing access time and hop count. 
Table.11 Content distribution in 5 level tree 
 
 
 
 
 
Total Layer1 Layer2 Layer3 Layer4 Layer5 
1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 2 2 4 2 2 
3 3 4 2 4 3 
4 4 3 3 3 4 
5 5 5 7 5 5 
6 6 7 5 7 6 
7 7 8 8 6 7 
8 8 6 6 8 8 
9 9 9 9 9 9 
10 10 10 10 10 10 
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7.Conclusion 
  This paper analyzes the distribution of content in ICN when the cache 
occurs. We find that the popular content is stored more close to the 
side of users. When the cache size is too small, the distribution of 
content will be always same regardless if cache location. ICN will push 
the poplar content next to the user which is on the edge of the network. 
when the cache size became larger, we can find the common situation 
that The most frequently requested contents (group 1) stay in the 
cache for the longest duration and the least frequently requested 
contents (groups 9 and 10) stay in the shortest duration regardless if 
cache location. The less popular content (such as group 3 to 7) will 
enhance their popularity with the number of increase of hop count, 
reaching a maximum at the center of the network. The less popular 
 42 
contents such as group 3 to 7 occupy the intermediate node cache 
relatively one and make good use of the cache there. These nodes are 
most suitable cache location for these contents. As the same time, the 
cache hit rate increases from the side producer to clients.  
When network processing, contents will be placed on location 
depends on their own popularity. The most frequently requested 
contents need to be obtain very frequently, so these contents should 
be located on consumer side where will be least hop count cost. The 
less frequently requested contents will be requested not very often but 
much than least frequently requested contents, so these contents will 
be placed on the location where not far away from consumer(less 
access time) and also less hop count cost, which will be the 
intermediate node. The least frequently requested contents was rarely 
requested, so these content will be placed on producer side which is 
far away from consumer. We can believe that the cache behavior in 
ICN is a popularity and location of node (how many hop count cost) 
based selective caching decision scheme. 
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8. Future work 
  This paper has presented a discussion of content distribution by 
grouping the content, but each group has a large number of contents. 
Much remains to be don in this regard, especially refinement of each 
group. Each specific content should be discussed of network. 
Additional work also should be required to compare with different 
cache policies and topologies. This work hopes to be a first step toward 
further understanding this important issue. 
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